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Mass Representation Defined:
A Study of Unique Page Views
at East Carolina University 1

ABSTRACT

The following case study examines three years’ worth of data gathered by East
Carolina University’s Special Collections Division. The analysis focuses on the
number of Unique Page Views (UPVs) reported by Google Analytics. A straightforward method to analyze this data is proposed, which ranks the frequency of UPVs
received per year for each collection-level web page. The results indicate that the
overall distribution of UPVs is heavily skewed toward the top 20%—or, top quintile—of online finding aids, which account for over 70% of the views. The term mass
representation is introduced to refer to the disproportionate amount of visibility
attained by the top quintile.
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G

[O]nce you’ve got all your collections represented on the web, you now have a
basis upon which to determine where to apply further effort. Examining use
is a great way to learn about researchers’ needs. Trueswell’s 80/20 observation
suggests that 20% of library materials will satisfy 80% of requests. Iterate once
you’ve identified that 20%.10

The following study can be read as an attempt to answer that challenge.
Any repository with online finding aids can follow the procedure presented here
to identify the top 20% of its collections.
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eorge K. Zipf claimed that he could distill the findings from his book,
National Unity and Disunity: The Nation as a Bio-Social Organism, into a single
sentence: “In union there is strength, and in numbers there is strength; hence
strength for the attainment of any objective lies in the organization of numbers.”2 Although certain of its veracity, Zipf qualified his summation by noting
that even though unity can be utilized to achieve objectives, it would be fallacious to conclude that “in numbers and in organization there is truth.”3 In as
much as this case study also focuses on the organization of numbers, it will not
attempt to prove, on its own, that statistical laws govern the use of archival collections, whether that use is conducted online, in an on-site reading room, or
at a microfilm reader an ocean away.4 Instead, this study serves to emphasize 1)
the ease with which collection-use data can be analyzed, once the given metrics
have been stipulated, so that archivists can make data-driven prioritizations,
and 2) the need for analogous data sets to be collected, evaluated, and openly
shared.
Over the years, numerous studies have been conducted on the use of
archives, but generally these focused on users.5 In these studies, archivists often
acquire data sets about their users by means of questionnaires and reference
logs. Consequently, few user-based studies contain quantifiable data about the
comprehensive use of archival collections.6 Of those that do, it is likely that no
one has published the complete data sets that were the focus of their study.
An alternative method for studying the use of archives is to measure collection use, not users, which is a subtle but important distinction.7 For instance,
numerous collection-use studies have been undertaken within the field of librarianship; likely, this is due to that profession’s more immediate and historical
need to track the circulation of its materials. These types of studies were published frequently during the 1960s when the concept of a “no-growth library”8
first originated, which was itself a direct result of the circulation studies made
famous by Richard Trueswell.9
Trueswell’s name is invoked in the OCLC report, “Shifting Gears: Gearing
Up to Get into the Flow,” which includes tips on how to scale and speed up the
digitization of special collection materials. The authors assert, for example:
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In the context of this study, it is also necessary to note that Richard
Trueswell relied upon a single metric, the Last Circulation Date (or LCD), to
demonstrate the 80/20 rule within the field of library science.11 Even though this
study focuses on the use of online finding aids, primarily through the lens of a
single metric, the same mode of inquiry could be applied to any manifestation
of archives use. Only the data collected and the choice of metrics would need
to change.

On June 9, 2008, the Digital Collections Department at East Carolina
University (ECU) installed Google Analytics on Joyner Library’s EAD-encoded
finding aids.12 Google Analytics is an easy-to-install, proprietary, and free software suite that reports a variety of predefined web metrics.13 It uses JavaScript
and first-party cookies to send information to Google servers, which then analyze the incoming web traffic. This software can be installed on any website by
adding a few lines of JavaScript to each page. Because of this, Google Analytics
and similar products such as Piwik14 are sometimes referred to as “page tagging” analytics, in contrast to the web server logfile analysis approach provided
by software packages like AWStats.15 An excellent introduction to web analytics
addressed to the archival profession can be found in Christopher Prom’s paper,
“Using Web Analytics to Improve Online Access to Archival Resources.”16
Whereas Prom focused primarily on how repositories can use Google
Analytics to improve their websites, an important objective in its own right, this
case study avoids that topic altogether. Instead, this study extracts, explores,
organizes, and interprets data from Google Analytics to answer questions that
web analytics software is not intended to answer directly. For example, it provides archivists with a way to use web statistics to identify and prioritize collections for mass digitization. And, once collections are digitized, it helps archivists
gauge, with the assistance of web statistics, the impact of their decisions.
The majority of this study focuses on a single metric, the unique page view
(UPV), even though Google Analytics automatically reports over 30 different
dimensions and metrics for any standard setup.17 The UPV metric was chosen
over the more generic page view metric because it represents a closer approximation of how Joyner Library gathers collection-use data in its reading room.
William Jackson followed a similar approach in an earlier study of archives use;
in it, he counted multiple uses of one collection—by a single user over the course
of one day—as a single use.18 Somewhat analogously, the UPV metric reported by
Google Analytics registers only one UPV whenever a single web browser views
a web page, regardless of how often that page is refreshed or revisited within a
30-minute timeframe. The value reported by the page view metric, on the other
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hand, would continue to increase with each web page request. 19 In other words,
when a user visits a URL 10 times within a 30-minute period, Google Analytics
reports a total of 10 page views, but only one UPV.
Grouping Data
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To begin the analysis of ECU’s collection-level pages, 3 data sets were
exported from Google Analytics’ Top Content report:
•
FY2008: 07/01/2008–06/30/2009
•
FY2009: 07/01/2009–06/30/2010
•
FY2010: 07/01/2010—06/30/2011
During this timeframe, every visit to the EAD website, including staff member
use, was tracked.20 Though staff-only web traffic cannot be isolated after it has
been collected by Google Analytics, one year’s worth of data was separated
between on-campus and off-campus users by means of the network domain
dimension.21 The on-campus use of online finding aids for that year garnered
nearly 31% of the total share, but the patterns of that use were nevertheless
nearly identical between on-campus, off-campus, and overall use.22 Therefore,
the remainder of this study considers only the overall use of the EAD website,
regardless of the type of user.
For the majority of UPVs collected during this study, the EAD website delivered two types of page views for each collection-level web page:
1. PV-1; or static page views. These account for the majority of UPVs,
since most of the traffic (73.23%, over the 3-year period) is driven by
search engines, which provide direct links to ECU’s finding aids.
2. PV-2; or site-search page views. These views register a distinct URL
that includes the search terms used to access a collection from within
the website’s internal information retrieval system.
Two additional types of page views were recorded after a website redesign in
April of 2010:
3. PV-3; or notes page views, represented by the “add/view” notes tab
included on each finding aid, allow users to add comments or ask
questions about a collection.
4. PV-4; or digitized-object page views, represented by the “view digitized objects” tab, are present only on those finding aids with associated digitized materials.
The final type of page view was recorded after February of 2011:
5. PV-5; or request page views, represented by the “request materials”
tab, enable patrons and staff to request materials from a collection for
on-site use.
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Table 1. A Sample of UPV Data Reported by Google Analytics for a
Single Collection
URL

UPV

/special/ead/findingaids/0001/

153

/special/ead/view.aspx?id=0001&show=request

33

/special/ead/view.aspx?id=0001&q=Civil+War

3

The three URLs presented in Table 1 contain the same collection-level identifier,
“0001.” These URLs were then normalized to their corresponding EAD filename;
and, although only done in the case of the FY2010 data set, Table 2 demonstrates
how the type of page view can also be retained.
Table 2. A Sample of UPV Data Reported by Google Analytics for a
Single Collection
EAD ID

Page View Type

0001.XML

PV 1 (static)

0001.XML

PV 5 (request)

0001.XML

PV 2 (site-search)

UPV
153
33
3

Any rows of data not corresponding to an online finding aid were then removed.24
At this stage, repeated observations for the same collection-level pages
were still present. The next step was to put the data into Microsoft Excel, or
a similar tool, to take advantage of its pivot table functionality. Using a pivot
table, all of the repeated entries for the same collection-level pages were merged
together, allowing each collection that received at least one UPV to be represented in a single row of data. Continuing with this example, after all of the
observations for collection 0001.XML were tallied, the final row of data from the
FY2010 data set was reported, as seen in Table 3.
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On the one hand, this final type of page view will make future analyses
even more valuable by connecting ECU’s online finding aids directly to its reading room request system. On the other hand, and as a result of counting the
last three types of page views, the frequency of UPVs within ECU’s data sets are
likely to become more biased toward those online finding aids that receive a
higher degree of interaction.23
A collection-level web page was defined as any URL that contained a collection-level identifier that was delivered by the EAD website to a web browser.
Three real-world examples, extracted from the FY2010 data set, are presented
in Table 1.
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Table 3. A Complete Report of UPV Data from FY2010 for a Single Collection
EAD ID
0001.XML

Total

PV 1

PV 2

PV 3

PV 4

PV 5

408

254

64

17

50

23

On campus Off campus
176

232

Defining Mass Representation and Its Boundaries
After the data have been exported and properly normalized, they can be
analyzed in a variety of illuminating ways. To visualize the uneven distribution of UPVs received throughout ECU’s EAD website, for example, one useful
approach is to rank the collections according to the frequency of UPVs received
and then to divide that range into 5 equal groups, or quintiles, so that each
group contains approximately 20% of the total number of collection-level pages
available (see Appendix A for more details).
Figure 1 presents a quintile bar chart for all of the online use data analyzed
in this study. It is readily apparent that the top quintile of finding aids—represented here by the first series of columns—receives a disproportionate amount
of online visibility, year after year. The 20% line on the y-axis is emphasized to
indicate a metaphorical watermark to which each quintile would ascend (or
from which it would cease ascending, in the case of the first quintile) if the
distributions were truly equal. But these distributions are clearly not equal. In
fact, after the first quintile, each group receives significantly less coverage than
the previous group. Therefore, the term “mass representation” refers to any
percentage of values within a set range that far exceed the set range’s proportionate share of coverage. In these examples, the top quintile is synonymous
with both the quantitative value as well as the qualitative idea of its overall
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Lastly, one additional step, taken within each data set, determined whether
there were any finding aids that received zero UPVs.
Though this process might seem time consuming, most of it is automated;
in fact, one year’s worth of data can be exported, analyzed, and verified in
less than 20 minutes. Additionally, if both the data collection and presentation processes are tied to the delivery software, then the entire process may
be automated and even displayed on the same website. For example, special
packages created for delivery frameworks—like the eXtensible Text Framework
(XTF), EADitor, Hydrangea, and more—may take advantage of an application
programming interface (API) provided by Google Analytics or Piwik to report
use data automatically, to revolutionize and standardize how those data sets are
collected and made interoperable.
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Distribution of UPVs at ECU
(Collections divided into quintiles of relative size.)
100%
90%

FY2008
FY2009
FY2010

80%
70%
60%
50%
30%
20%
10%
0%

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

FY2008

70.51%

15.99%

7.28%

4.12%

2.10%

FY2009

71.50%

16.11%

7.26%

3.58%

1.54%

FY2010

76.45%

13.49%

6.15%

2.94%

0.96%

Figure 1. Distribution of Unique Page Views. This illustrates the uneven amount of visibility attained over
a 3-year period by those collections in the first quintile (i.e., the top quintile). Each quintile contains one-fifth
of the total number of collections, after those collections were ranked according to the frequency of UPVs
received. See Appendix A for more detail.

representation. Table 4 details mass representation as it is defined by the top
quintile. In this definition, the percentage of UPVs identified is determined by a
set percentage of collections (20%).
Focusing on the top 20% as a value might seem arbitrary. Or, it might
even seem prohibitive, especially if a repository has limited funding or staffing. To provide additional perspectives of mass representation—which are as
equally valid as the first—consider again that all of the collections have been
ranked according to the frequency of UPVs received by their finding aids. Within
the entirety of this ranked list, mass representation is definable in three ways:
1) the top quintile, which has already been illustrated; 2) the bare majority;
and 3) the population mean. Mass representation by bare majority includes the
least number of collections, in ranked order, that it takes to accumulate just
over 50% of the total UPVs. In other words, it comprises the fewest number of
Table 4. Mass Representation by Top Quintile

Percentage of Highest-Ranked
Collections
Percentage of UPVs Received by
Those Same Collections

The American Archivist

FY2008

FY2009

FY2010

20%

20%

20%

70.51%

71.50%

76.45%
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highest-ranked collections that receive the bare majority of UPVs. In this definition, which is illustrated in Table 5, the percentage of collections identified is
determined by a set percentage of UPVs (>50%).
Table 5. Mass Representation by Bare Majority
FY2009

FY2010

8.80%

8.31%

5.77%

Percentage of UPVs Received by
Those Same Collections

50.07%

50.06%

50.09%

Mass representation by population mean, on the other hand, is the subset
of collections that have a relative frequency of UPVs greater than the inverse of
the total number of collections, where the total number of collections includes
any collections that received zero UPVs. This definition comprises every collection that has received more than the average number of UPVs. This definition, which is illustrated in Table 6, is slightly different than the first two since
neither the percentage of collections nor the percentage of UPVs will be a set
figure.
Table 6. Mass Representation by Population Mean
FY2008

FY2009

FY2010

Percentage of Highest-Ranked
Collections

24.87%

24.64%

20.94%

Percentage of UPVs Received by
Those Same Collections

76.04%

76.78%

77.39%

Depending on a repository’s unique needs and objectives, any one of these definitions can be utilized. Oftentimes, though, little may separate the collections
identified by each definition; in fact, all three definitions can potentially identify the exact same subset of collections.
These results also demonstrate that the concept of mass representation
cannot be thought of as a simplistic, fixed value. Not only will interests wane
and the zeitgeist change—the latter of which, arguably, drives the majority of
potential use, via search engine traffic25—but if an acquisition program is successful, then new collections of high interest, once added, would jostle for position. With that in mind, one can begin to track the evolution of the top quintile.
For instance:
•
At the conclusion of FY2009, 82% of ECU’s finding aids were present
in the top quintile for both FY2008 and FY2009. By selection, though,
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this percentage excludes 45 finding aids (2.5%) that first went online
during FY2009.
•
At the conclusion of FY2010, 76% of ECU’s finding aids were present
in the top quintile for both FY2009 and FY2010. Similarly, this figure
excludes 47 finding aids (2.5%) that first went online in FY2010.
•
At the conclusion of FY2010, 68% of ECU’s finding aids were present
in the top quintile for all 3 fiscal years. This figure excludes those 92
finding aids (5%) that were published during FY2009–FY2010.
It is useful to watch this particular trend, and others that emerge from collection use, to use the data to make intelligent, even creative, management
decisions.
Additionally, gathering in-house reading room statistics in a consistent,
unobtrusive manner can be correlated with online use. Toward this end, ECU
also analyzed reading room statistics from FY2008 through FY2009. The reading
room data are not reported here (although data capture improved significantly
in February 2011, due to the installation of Aeon by Atlas Systems), but some
interesting statistics were discovered in this early attempt to correlate on-site
and online use. For example, 78% of the collections (282 of 361) in the top quintile for FY2008–FY2009 were also requested in the reading room during that
same time period.
To understand additional implications of this statistic, consider the following, seemingly radical, suggestion that emerged from the Digitization Matters
symposium26 and the follow-up paper, entitled “Shifting Gears”: namely, that
“[a]s materials (whether a single item or a boxful) are requested for reading
room use, circulation, reproduction, or interlibrary loan, digitize them and
make the digital versions available to everyone.”27 ECU adds materials to its
digital repository whenever a patron specifically requests those materials for
digitization. At the end of FY2009, an impressive 36% of collections within the
top quintile (129/361) had at least one digitized object. Had ECU followed the
advice in the “Shifting Gears” report during that same period, however, and
scanned samples of any materials requested for reading room use, it would have
ended FY2009 with an even more impressive 78% of highly visible collections
(282/361) with at least one digitized object available online.
Of course, even if an entire archival collection becomes digitized, that
alone does not ensure that it will find an audience.28 But it seems likely that
if an online finding aid has already attracted and sustained an audience, some
portion of those digitized materials, if accessible from the finding aid, should
receive the same level of visibility once digitized, if not more.
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Putting Data to Use

Toward a Multivariate Approach
Only one variable, the UPV, has been discussed in this study so far. Noah
Huffman, archivist for metadata and encoding at Duke University, highlighted
the importance of another variable: the amount of time that a user looks at an
online finding aid.32 In addition to analyzing the frequency with which users
discover online finding aids, one could also analyze the overall duration that
users view those resources. As Huffman demonstrated, it is useful to examine
the duration of engagement—especially in combination with other dimensions
reported by Google Analytics, such as the URL referral path—in an effort to identify meaningful discoveries.33
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The point in collecting these data is to use them in an effort to improve
services and the overall management of collections. With that in mind, East
Carolina University has already leveraged its UPV data in three different ways.
First, since one of the Special Collections Division’s goals was to digitize a
few collections in their entirety, ECU needed a prioritized list of collections to
consider for mass digitization. This process was initiated by looking at the top 50
collections, as determined by their UPV ranking. Any collections not requested
for in-house use within the previous 2 years were cut from initial consideration.
At the end of this process, ECU created a prioritized list of 42 collections, 5 of
which were added later because it was agreed that their finding aids were not
online long enough to make the initial cut. Second, ECU also created a list of
its most-viewed collections that lack digitized materials. Staff members have
consulted this list when selecting materials to digitize and feature in the department’s blog.29 Finally, Jonathan Dembo, special collections curator at ECU, has
improved the descriptions for a subset of ECU’s least-viewed collections, which
he selected from the UPV-ranked list. Now, he can track and determine how
their UPVs are affected relative to the time spent updating those descriptions.30
For archivists to increase the overall visibility of an archival repository, it might
prove more efficient for them to focus their attention on the least-viewed collections, rather than seek grants to process and digitize high-profile collections.
More exploratory data analyses of use would be required, though, to be confident before proceeding with either assumption.
These data could be applied to many other objectives. As space is also a
concern for many repositories, these same data sets could be analyzed to identify collections to move to an off-site storage facility, or even to provide support,
when necessary, for deaccessioning collections.31 Data can be collected and analyzed to help ensure the success of the objective, whatever it may be.
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However, a critical caveat about web analytics must be understood: when
a user leaves the domain of a website, there is no timestamp for the software
to record. Therefore, the time recorded in those cases will be zero seconds, even
if a user remains on a web page and reads it attentively for one hour.34 For this
reason, the “Avg. Time on Page” metric reported by Google Analytics cannot be
understood outside of its relation to both the “Pageview” and “% Exit” metrics.

Figure 2, which contains one year’s worth of metrics for a single collection-level
page, illustrates this issue. The average time spent on this collection’s pages
is reported as 2 minutes and 21 seconds. However, since an exit percentage of
25.78% is also listed, it must be understood that this average time is not based
on all 702 page views, but instead only on 521 page views.
New metrics can then be created by combining the default options provided by Google Analytics. For example, a metric for “estimated page view hours”
(hereafter abbreviated as EPVH) can be created by multiplying the total number
of page views per year by the average time spent on that collection-level page.
Using the values from Figure 2, the EPVH for this collection is equal to 702 page
views multiplied by 02:21, or roughly 27.5 EPVHs.35 Additionally, a confidence
level of 74.22% (the inverse of the exit percentage) could be applied to this particular measurement.36 Not only did this finding aid receive 408 UPVs, then, it
was viewed for an estimated total time of 27.5 hours that year, during which
time Google Analytics recorded just over 20 hours of actual use.
Figure 3, which plots UPVs vs. EPVHs for FY2010, provides an example of
how these two metrics can be correlated. Although the overall distribution of
this data does not appear to be overwhelmingly linear, a trend line can nevertheless be added to isolate and examine a small number of collections in more
detail. Regarding any outliers significantly above the trend line, a repository
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Figure 2. A summary of page views for a single collection, http://digital.lib.ecu.edu/special/ead/
findingaids/0001/, during FY2010, presented by the Google Analytics user interface.
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Figure 3. Estimated Page View Hours versus Unique Page Views for each collection-level web page.

might consider those collections as prime candidates for mass digitization.
Consider, for example, the three finding aids within the rectangle in Figure 3.
When compared to their peers, as determined by the correlation of UPVs and
EPVHs, these finding aids should have received larger EPVH values. Based on
past levels of online use, it is possible that embedding digitized content within
these collection-level pages is the best means to increase their EPVHs. To assess
the impact of this decision, an archivist could then compare the before and after
values of the EPVH metric, especially in relationship to its movement along
this graph for the next fiscal year. Conversely, collections below this trend line
might make better candidates for finding aid revisions, or even reprocessing,
since they received fewer UPVs than expected when compared to their peers.
Therefore, it is probable that the three collections circled in Figure 3 do not have
descriptions that adequately convey their scope. And so, it would be less wise
to embed digitized content within these finding aids without first revisiting
their descriptions. Both cases would need to be investigated more thoroughly, of
course, but the point is that these two metrics, which summarize levels of use
in the past, can be consulted to provide guidance in the present.
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Conclusion
“We are in the computerized information area for the long pull, and wherever possible
we should like to make it a professional effort instead of just an institutional project.”37
—James B. Rhoads
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James B. Rhoads, fifth archivist of the United States, made this remark in
a speech delivered at the annual luncheon meeting of the Society of American
Archivists and the Organization of American Historians on April 17, 1969. At the
beginning of the talk, Rhoads referenced a paper that John Hope Franklin had
delivered a few months earlier. In so doing, he rearranged the title of Franklin’s
paper, “Archival Odyssey: Taking Students to the Sources,” admitting that he
playfully considered titling his own paper “Archival Oddities: Taking Sources to
the Students.”
This inversion of subject and object—of researchers and collections—was
more than just a playful act, however; it mirrored Rhoads’s belief that historical
research was changing and that the computer was acting as the agent of this
inversion. And it was also the computer, Rhoads asserted, that would enable the
archival profession to deliver more knowledge about its collections to the public
than ever before.
In his talk, Rhoads detailed three areas in which archivists should use
computers. Those areas are presented in the same order here, which is important, since each function builds upon the previous one. Rhoads believed the
computer should be used to:
1. Manage collections in an inventory system
2. Analyze research use
3. Become a “cybernetic extension” of the researcher
Following this first suggestion, this entire case study would have been
impossible if ECU did not already have its collection information in an inventory
system. Without a system to apply the data (ECU’s EAD database) and another to
store them (in this case, Google Analytics), there would be nothing computable
to analyze.
When Rhoads suggested that archives analyze research use, he proposed
an experiment in which every finding aid from a repository was put “into a
single data bank, and that the data bank be queried every time a question
is asked about the records.”38 Jackson carried out a similar experiment in his
study published in 1997.39 This case study analyzes research use, by examining
the visibility of online finding aids, from yet another perspective. To capitalize on these and similar studies, however, additional steps need to be taken to
assemble, interpret, and—most importantly—to integrate the results back into
our system of practice.
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It is for this reason, this need, that Rhoads invoked “cybernetics” in his
third suggestion about how archivists should use computers. Cybernetics, a scientific discipline that emerged not too long before the time of Rhoads’s talk,
can be defined as the practice of studying a system holistically and continuously
to influence, or steer, that system’s evolution toward optimum efficiency.40
Consequently, it is also easy to see the influence of cybernetics in Trueswell’s
work41 and the concept of no-growth libraries.
If archivists were to follow the lead set forth by cyberneticists, Rhoads
mused that we “may in fact see the end of printed or published guides to or
inventories of records.”42 Relatively static finding aids—like the online finding
aids examined in this study—are produced within a system in which the bulk
of information moves in one direction, from the archives outward. The cybernetic approach, alternatively, would provide an uninterrupted feedback loop
between archivist and researcher. Rhoads provided one example for how this
might manifest when he concluded that researchers should be able to retrieve
and format archival information on their own terms to meet their individualized research needs.43
Because the results presented here, however, cannot be used—on their
own, at least—to accomplish such an objective, this case study concludes with
three recommendations. Together, these three recommendations provide a
foundation upon which the cybernetic approach that Rhoads described might
be realized.
First, the archival profession needs to specify quantitative-use metrics, specifically web metrics, to analyze research use.44 This study offers UPVs and EPVHs
as two metrics that can be used to analyze trends in the online use of archival
finding aids and the digitized surrogates that they describe.
Second, we need to openly distribute the data that we collect, as long as
they cannot be used to violate user privacy.45 All of the data sets used in this
study have been uploaded to East Carolina University’s institutional repository
to ensure that these data are freely available to anyone with Internet access.46
Not only does this step help ensure that the results from this study are reproducible and verifiable, it also provides data that can be reused for additional
studies. Furthermore, data sets collected with Google Analytics can easily be
shared beyond institutional borders. Since these data are stored externally by
Google, read-only access can be granted to anyone who has a Google account. At
the time of this writing, for example, colleagues at three other institutions have
access to all of the Google Analytics’ reports from the Joyner Library Collection
Guides websites.
Finally, we need to share and distribute any code utilized in the course of
analyzing archives-use data. This study has not yet shared any of the code used
to explore and analyze its data, which is a definite shortcoming. The process by
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which the study was conducted, however, made that a difficult task, especially
due to the unique architecture of the home-grown EAD website. Even if the preanalysis stage of data preparation remains unique for many repositories due
to the differing structures of their websites, it is still possible for the archival
community to distribute and share packages of code for statistical analyses.47
Though not accomplished with this project, future projects have an opportunity
to follow the procedure presented here, improving and expanding its focus in
the process.
This case study, then, which admittedly originated as an institutional project, should also be read as a modest attempt to transform archival collection-use
studies into a collaborative and professional effort. Whatever our professional
objectives—and regardless of whether they are as lofty as the intentions once
espoused by cyberneticists—aggregating, analyzing, and sharing data sets in a
unified effort might be the best means that we have to attain them.
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Appendix A
This table summarizes the data presented in Figure 1. It also includes information for the combined data set of all three fiscal years, which is labeled as
FY2008–FY2010:
Average
Number of
Collections
per Quintile

Number
of Finding
Aids with
Zero Views

Maximum Minimum
UPV
UPV

Total UPVs

FY2008

1,761

352

0

1,344

1

74,521

FY2009

1,806

361

6

1,816

0

75,351

FY2010

1,853

371

58

1,951

0

70,196

FY2008–
FY2010

1,853

371

0

4,729

2

220,068

•

Since the total number of finding aids cannot be evenly divided into
quintiles (i.e., by 5), the average number of collections per quintile is
reported in column 2. The few remainders present in these data sets,
however, are evenly distributed throughout the quintiles. For clarity,
that distribution is as follows:
Number of Finding Aids per Quintile
Quintile

FY2008

FY2009

FY2010

1

352

361

*371

2

352

361

370

3

*353

*362

*371

4

352

361

370

5

352

361

*371

* The asterisks denote the presence of the remainders.

•

Trend to watch: will the number of “zero-view” pages continue to
increase as new finding aids are added each year?
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Appendix B
Histogram
1,250
Mean = 118.76
Std. Dev = 274.927
N = 1,853
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•
•

•

FY2008–FY2010, with UPVs binned by 100. Column 1 contains the
number of finding aids with 1–100 UPVs; column 2 contains finding
aids with 101–200 UPVs, etc.
The data set is skewed to the right very heavily (i.e., it has a positive
skew, such that most of the observations are less than the mean).
The overlay curve represents a normal distribution. The distribution
within the histogram is far from normal, however, due to the high
number of finding aids with a small number of UPVs.
About 73% of the finding aids (1,344/1,853) occur in the first column.
The top quintile, on the other hand, occurs within 45% of the second
column (113/251) plus all of the remaining columns to the right.
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